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Abstract
In the era of internet computing, social media offers the possibility to create, receive and share public
messages at relatively low cost and ubiquitously in various formats (textual, image /video, sound,
geolocation) and across various domains (e.g., politics, entertainment, social, business, crisis management
and science). This led to an increasing accumulation of data, often termed as social media big data, which
opens up new opportunities for exploring both communication and community patterns, including linguistic,
social and network related features for the purpose of individual / community behavior analysis for instance.
It has been especially found useful in identifying new trends to interact with customers in business sector; in
supporting decision-making processes that rely on performance indicators issued from real time social media
data; in predicting the spread of diseases through tracking symptoms in social media data; in gathering
intelligence that would prevent occurrence of security threats, among others. Social media analytics has
helped governments, political and mass organizations to gain new insights from the communication for
deriving useful strategies, organize protests, reach new audience, win new support for their cause and design
their future plans accordingly. Nevertheless, this should not hide the negative effect of social media in
populating rumor and miss-information or fake news in a way to destabilize the whole community or country,
which renders social media analytics task rather challenging. This talk aims to shine the light on this
phenomenon and review various strategies that are often used to approach the solution with special
consideration to Twitter social media platform. Ultimately, the concept of “new information” is somehow
related to the notions of novelty detection in computational linguistics, spam and discourse identification
together with leveraging evidence gathered from sources conveying this new-information. Therefore,
intuitively, techniques issued from information fusion, filtering, argumentation theory are of interest for this
purpose. A set of exemplifications will be employed to illustrate the concept and shed light on new
development opportunities.
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